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STATE LIAISON OFFICERS
ALL AGREEMENT AND NON-AGREEMENT STATES
LOW-LEVEL WASTE COMPACT DISTRIBUTION

DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING FROM THE NEW ENGLAND C0ALITION ON NUCLEAR
POLLUTION, INC. (SP-94-058)

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has denied a petition for rulemaking
submitted by the New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution, Inc. The
petitioner had requested that the NRC amend its regulations regarding waste t

classification of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) to restrict the number and
types of waste streams which can be disposed in near-surface disposal
facilities. The petitioner further requested that the NRC prepare a
supplemental environmental impact statement (EIS). The NRC denied the
petition because the "new information" as presented by the petitioner is not
sufficient to invalidate the existing classification system or justify that
NRC prepare a supplemental EIS. Enclosed for your information is a copy of
the petition denial as it appeared in the Federal Reaister on April 11, 1994.
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iit NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
g = s ,- ,/ WASHINGTON, D.C. 2055W1

***** April 21, 1994

STATE LIAIS0N OFFICERS
ALL AGREEMENT AND NON-AGREEMENT STATES
LOW-LEVEL WASTE COMPACT DISTRIBUTION

DENIAL OF PETITION FOR RULEMAKING FROM THE NEW ENGLAND C0ALITION ON NUCLEAR
POLLUTION, INC. (SP-94-058)

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has denied a petition for rulemaking
submitted by the New England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution, Inc. The
petitioner had requested that the NRC amend its regulations regarding waste
classification of low-level radioactive waste (LLW) to restrict the number and
types of waste streams which can be disposed in near-surface disposal
facilities. The petitioner further requested that the NRC prepare a
supplemental environmental impact statement (EIS). The NRC denied the
petition because the "new information" as presented by the petitioner is not
sufficient to invalidate the existing classification system or justify that
NRC prepare a supplemental EIS. Enclosed for your information is a copy of
the petition denial as it appeared in the Federal Recister on April 11, 1994.
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(D)liousing assistance payments $UPPLBadENTARY BtFORa4ATIONt between shallow-land burial faciliues,
made to a third party on behalf of a The Petition assumed in the DS, and a geologic
household residing In transitional repository (for high level waste) has

. housing for the homeless: On July 23,1992 (57 FR 32743), the signincantly changed since
Nuclear Regulatory Commission promulgation of 10 CFR part 61.. . . . .

published a notice of receipt of a Because cost considerations were aDeed March 31,1994.
peduon for rulemaking filed by the New factorin the development of the wasteuten lians,
England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution, classification system, a supplemental

Asshtant Secretary /or food and Consurner Inc. The petitioner requested that the EIS is needed.Ser e s NRC amend 10 CFR part 61 concerning
IFR Doc. 94-6503 Filed 4+94, a 45 ami the classification oflow level ' Public Comments on the Petition
aw o cooc se radioactive waste for near surface 'nie notice of receipt of petition foriposal to restrict the number and miemaking invited interested persons to

types of waste streams which may be submit written comments concerning
-

disposed ofin these disposal facilities- the petition.The NRC received 14
NUCLEAR REGULATORY The petitioner believes the requested comment letters. Three comment lettersCOMMISSION changes are necessary because of

were received from States (two from
signmcant new information concerning Vermont), three from private10 CFR Part 61 intrusion into LLW disposal facilities orBanizations, three from associated
that was not available at the time the

[ Docket No. PRM-61-2) onginal DS was developed. Because of industries (including one disposal site

the new information, the petidoner operator), thme from private
individuals, one from a university, andNew England Coalition on Nuclear argues that the NRC must prepare a one from the Department of Energ The *

Pollution,Inc.; Denial of Petition for supplemental DS since the premises comments generally focussed on tf,e
Rulemaking leading to the conclusions reached in

the original EIS have substanually main elements of the petition-revision
AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory chanEed.

of the 10 CFR part 61 waste

Commission. The petition is based on three classification system and the

petidoner's rationale for this chanke. InACTKm: Denial of petition for Q[es ha e oc addition, the Commission receive
rr s nc t rulele aking. was promulgated. The petitioner asserts nses imm die titioner on manyc

"*[e Points raised y the commenters.Ithat these changes affect the basis used
SUMMARY:The Nuclear Regulatory to promulgate 10 CFR part 61. The coments and responses were
Commission (NRC)is denying a petition 1. The petitioner argues that the reviewed and considered in the

,
,

for rulemaking submitted by the New original US was based on a 500 mrem devel Pment of NRC's decision on this
England Coalition on Nuclear Pollution. per year dose to " inadvertent Petition. These comments and responses
Inc. (PRM-61-2). The petitioner intruders." Revised guidance by are available in the NRC Pubhc
requested that the NRC amend its internadonal organizations has reduced Document Poom. Following is a
reguladons regarding waste ~ dose limits for individual members of summary of the signmcant mmanu
classification oflow-level radioactive the public to 100 mrem per year and Four of the commenters sup orted
waste (LLW) to restrict the number and this new criterion has been incorporated this peUUw formiemaking.T ey
types of waste streams which can be into 10 CFR part 20. The petitioner supported the concept of changing the
disposed ofin near surface disposal presumes that the intruder and public classification system to restrict the more
facilities and prepare a supplemental dose limits are integrally linked. The hazardous components of currently
Environmentalimpact Statement (DS). peutioner asserts that this revised dose defined LLW, although not necessarily
The NRC is den %ng the petition limit should also be incorporated into in the sam way as pmposed in the
because the "new information" as the waste classification system and that Peddon.

1

presented by the petitioner is not this would impact waste streams One commenter stated that the
sufficient to invahdate the existing allowed to be disposed ofin LLW definitions of LLW and high level
classification system or justify that NRC facilities. radioactive waste should be changed to
prepare a supplemental EIS. 2. The peutioner states that the three essentially require that waste which

; ADDRESSES: Copies of the petition for Intrusion scenarios that the NRC Presents a potential hazard after 100.

ru emakm , the public comments considered in the development of to years be defined as high level
CFR part 61 do not define a broad radioactive waste. Disposal of such,

ndtSN s letter to enwgh spectmm of possible events. Of newly defined hl level radioactivet es co amen
ould be e responsibility of thethe petitioner are available for public particular concem is that the NRC used

{asteinspection or copying in the NRC Public regulatory discredon, rather than government.

2120 L St'eet NW* scienttile data, to exclude deliberate A second commenter believes that the
_

Document Room'ashington, DC.intrusion. The petitioner states that bases for developing the part 61

-

' (Lower Level), W
recent studies conducted at the behest classification system are not

FOR FURTHER INFOAs4AT10N CONTACTt of the State of Vermont show that, when conservative, and therefore, the petition
I Mark liaisfield, Office of Nuclear intrusion is deliberate, the ability of should be accepted to protect the public

Regulatory Research, U.S. Nuclear near. surface facilities to properly from disposal of waste containing long.
Regulatory Commission, Washington DC provide isolation for all of the currendy lived radionuclides.
20555. Telephone: 301-492-3877 or classified LLW streams is questionable, A third commenter believes that
Robert Hogg. Office of Nuclear Material 3. The petitioner states that because restricting the longevity hazard (long.
Safety and Safeguards, U S. Nuclear most currently planned LLW facilities lived radionuclides) would increase
Regulatory Commission Washington, are using an engInoered structure to public acceptance of LLW disposalDC 20555. Telephone 001-504-2579. Isolate the waste, the cost differential .acilities and eliminate program delays.,
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The fourth commenter, the Vermont site (an activity postulated by the radioactive wastes. It is a separate and
Department of Public Service, believes pet 2tioner) would constitute possession different evaluation from the evaluation
that the classificauon system should be of source, byproduct, or special nuclear performed under $ 61.41 to demonstrate
revised to reclassify non fuel reacto material and would be regulated under protection of the general population
components as greater than Class C. It the statutory basis of the Atomic Energy from releases of radioactivity. The
is stated that these components, in Act of 1954, as amended. NRC's calculations, based on
Vermont, produce 99 percent of the Several commenters were concerned conservative assumptions about )
activity, while comprising less than one- that r revised classificadon system intrusion activities, demonstrated that if 1

half of one percent of the volume.These would generate an " orphan" class of inadvertent intrusion were to occur, the
components are easily segregated, and waste. These wastes would not be one or few individuals involved might
can be stored in spent fuel pools. The accepted at an LLW site and would have receive radiation exposure of the order
commenter believes the reclassification to be stored, pending disposal at a high. of 200 mrem, well below 500 mrem per i

"could assist the State processes level waste or other appropriate facility, year goal selected as the dose rate
estabhshed by the televel resulting in additional radieuon lirnitation guideline.
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments exposure due to the extra handling and In its final EIS, as noted by the
Act of 1985." storage required. These commenters Petitioner, the NRC summarized the

The other ten commenters believe that stated that the current classificadon rauonale for retaining the 500 mrem
granting the petition would not only be syneni provides an adequate level of limitation guideline as follows:
unwarranted, as the petitioner has not protect <on of public health and safety. NRC's selection of the 500 m+em hmit was
made a justifiable case for changing the Other commenters believe that based on (1) public opinion gained through
waste classification system, but would revising the classification system the four regional workshops held on the
also cause significant and unnecessary unnecessarily would be extremely Prehminary draft of Part 6t;(2)its
problems for the disposal of LLW. disruptive until new regulations were acceptance by national and international

standards rganir.ati ns (e g ,ICRP) as anProblems cited include major ed'
finalfally, several commenters did not d (Et$"s uIts

*' ' " "uncertainty and delay while the NRC Fi publ f a al s
was den laping a new rule, the creation see a need to dev'elop a supplemental presented in Chapter 4 of the draft Lis 2of' orphan' wastes that would not be EIS because in their view no significant flowever, a fuller explanadon for
acceptable at LLW sites, and the

. new information has been provided. having selected this dose limitation
inaccurate use of existing information. guidehne can be found in the Draft
For example, the petiuoner refers to a Reasons for Denial EnvironmentalImpact Statement (DEIS)
study by Rogers and Associates The NRC is denying the petition for on 10 CFR part 61 (NUREG-0782, Vol,
Engineenng Corporation (RAE) prepared the following reasons: 1)). At that time, three candidate values
for the Vermont Low Level Radioactive 1. The NRC believes that the of different order of magnitude were
Wdste Authority. Several Commenters. petitioner is incorrect in asserting that under consideration: 25 mrem per year,
including RAE and the Vermont Low- recommendations by international and 500 mrem per year, and 5000 mrem per
Level Radioactive Waste Authority, national standards organizadons (the year. While noting the similarity of the
commented that the petitioner has Intemational Committee on Radiological selected value to the then current
incorrectly used the results of tius study Protection (ICRP) and the National effective pubuc dose limit in 10 CFR
to assess facility performance and that Council on Radiation Protection and part 20, the DEIS went on to explain the
this study does not support the Measurements (NCRP)) on puhu . dose considerations for selection. Selection of
petitioner's request. limits ap IIcable to licensee e,.ciations the 25 mrem per year value would likely

should afso be applied to h pothetical have resulted in considerably moreP t 1 and suPP rti g doc ertat a. inadvertent intrusion at a c osed LLW costs, more changes in existing practices
acihty. In fact, the ICRP i distinguishes and greater reduction in disposalprot t on of bl e t a safety

and that the petitioner has not provided between limits for the conduct,of efficiency than the other iwo

any new significant information to per ti ns where exposures might be candidates. This was cited as

justify changing the current rules These expected and the approach to be taken 'especially important considering the

commenters further argued that the I r " Potential exposures," which are hypotheucal nature of the intrusion

petitioner is inappropriately applying hypothetical or postulated. The new to event. The 5000 mrem per ear

requirements in to CFR part 20 to CFR Part 20 limit was adopted to alternative was seen to invo ve

potential intruder exposures at a closed impose restrictions on the releases from approximately the same costs and
disposal site They noted that Part 20 currently operating hcensed facilities or impacts as the 500 miem r year
hmits, and the international on the ways that current bcensees ahernative. The higher v ue was

recommendations upon which they ar, conduct operations. In contrast to this, considned to potentially result in

based, are regulatory dose hmits for the LLW classification system allowing disposal of larger quantities of
routine exposures and are not uniquely 8Pedfically addressed hmiting potential long hved isotopes, which could result
pertinent to accidents, inadvertent exposures to an inadvertent intruder
tntrusion, or other hypothetical events who might hypothetically pursue a floal EnytronmentalImpact statement on to

Some commenters also took exception activities at a closed LLW disposal P,",(8,1,,1j'*jp,,p,"g*|M
to the petitioner's goal of protecting facility following loss of institutional Ntnun.4945. Vol 2, page IH t,(response to tasae
against willful, purposeful, or control. Inadvertent intrusion is a c.4 L

intentionalintrusbn instead of the hypothetical exposure scenario a copi of NURICe may be purchased from the

gatgnjfooycgu$inadvertent intruder, They stated that to evaluated in the EIS to su port the g
protect against deliberate misuse of concentration hmits for c sifying ,,,,3_roa2. capt are nt.o .nn ua from th.
disposed waste would be unnecessarily Neumal Technical Infonnerbo Service, 5285 Port

conservative and unwarranted. One
' ^^^'l' of the m. m Pubhc.um ao. 1990 goyaj Ro.d. sprinstleid vs. 22161. A copy is also

Rmoommendations of the totarnational Cornmlaston sveijatde for toapection and/or copying at the NRC -

comtnenter noted that mining activities on Radiological Protaction." Volume 21. pages 23-- Public Docunient Roorn. 2120 L Street, Nw. (tomt
on a previously closed LLW disposal 4e and ro-n. toni), washington, Dc.

.
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in modsenssay higher intruder hasards ' unwarruined. no leCsegulations was considased as the base case forextending forlong time periods. c=n==tJy include provis6ons to preeect analysis. Two hopeseed shallow-land%ersfare,300 mwas per year was assansa isaruseon by, der example, disposal akematives were eleo
wiecned as a geneal dose rese haltrtion requidag govemment land connesidp, considssed.no ese afengineemdguideline for the inadwtwit intmder. maards, and b men of saadters. la order banters was susticipstod and included inla the final HS, the NRC noted that to deliberately istrude into the LLW , cost impact ametyees as the upper bound; the EPA,in cm==wnting on the DDS

aise, an indivedual wn] heee to break the alternative.Seoemd,althoughthe .'

and the proposed 10 CFR part fit, stated law and overlook the hasard. la the petitiseer le coreoot in stating that LLW
that it was not appropriate to include a ' devnlopment of 10 Cllt part 61, the NRC disPosalcoste for new facilities have
dose limit forintrusJon in the . stated,"* * * It would appear to be slysifiantly tamased alaceregulatians because the hcensee would difficah to estabhah mgulations prormulgetion of the rule, so have the
not be able to monitor or demonstrate a.qn.a to protect a futwe ladividual expected costs forotherpotentialcompliance with a dose lirnit related to who recognizes e hazard but then methods ef waste disposal, including
an event which might occur hundreds of chooses toignore b hazard."* geologic di 1, referred to by theyears in the funsrs. Consequently, the ne NRCalso ladieves the likehhood petitioner. , as mated byone of thenaal rule dor to CFR part 61 did not of del 4erateintrusion is very small commenters, much of the increened costinclude a dose limit for inadvertent Deliberata intrudea would have to for new LIM drepenal facilities isintrusion.14awever, provisions. ' gnore the hasard information no independent of the disposal technologyi
including waste classification, were

madters. he future value ofLLW as a used. %et is, the increased costs for site
included in the final rule to reduce the material cannot be acrurately assessed, charactedretion, licensing, publiclikelihood and magnitude of exposures but the NRC believes that its value invokernent, and administration for allto potentialintruders.

Finally, as noted above,ICRP would be unhkely to wanent illegal disposal sites would tend to minimize

distimEuishes between limits for the actions that in themselves wouldbe long-term cost Alffererrtials between

conduct of operations where expose hazardous, and would require a shallow land buriel with and without
signif cant amount of time and effort. If engineered structuses. The petitioner ismight be expected and the approach to
the value of LLW were to become erroneously asserting that costs wem abe taken for " potential exposures,"

which are hypothetical or postulated. In significant, thenit islikely that Prime considersuon in the seleedon of
the former case, the ICRP proposed

responsible institutions would assess the waste classification system.
imposition of dose limits but in the risks and would make rational decisions . Akhough oosts were considered in the

latter case recommended that th' regarding use or control of the site. DS, the NRC principally looked to
probability of postulated events or Albugh & NRCis nd rdying on identify and implement improvements
scenarios be considered along with their institutional controls beyond 100 years, in the disposal of LLW, such as the -
conwquences. %e ICRP noted that the the NRC believes that relevant records d"'IOPment of the waste classification
initial focus in controlling the will be preserved, and remain accessible . system, to be ensure adequate
conwquences of potential or postulated for hundreds of years after closure. %is Prmecum tf e public heelth and -
events should be " prevention, that is, would reduce the likelihood and level safety and the environment. The costs of
by incorporating provisions to reduce of exposure of 6nedvenent or deliberate developing and <xmstructing a facility '

the probability of the postulated events intrusion. For example, if intrusion did are not the prime consideration.
which may Jead to radiauon exposures. not occur until 500 years after closure, in addi@n t & thm meses abwe,o

the - would be limited to a few the NRC has also qualitativelyne axistence of muldple centrols in the
final rule to reduce the likehhood of snrem'as calculated in the DS. The NRC, considered the effect ofimposing a
exposures to postulated inadvertent therefore, believes that its current classification system as indicated in the
Intruders at closed Lt.W sites was, and treatmant of tutrusion continues to Pomonhbenan,t would be to reduce '

continues to be, wholly consistent with mfkct usha and mptable the potential radiation exposure of a

the ICRP perspecdve. These muhiple approadt. He NRC current regulaties very small number ofindividuals after

controls are specifically identified or pr vide asasonable assurance of the end of the institutional control -
included in $$ 61.7,61.12. 61.14,61.42, pmteWm pne an inednnern QM od h h h u m o %t,es shown in b DS, would be61.52, and 61.59 and are intended to intruder. And while not direc0y

a 100 mrem redudion in dose (from 200j prevent inadvertent intrusion and to { ("8
"'I

RC such a mresn in 300 mrem per yeerl to rme er
f

reduce potential exposure if intrusion
a few indMdeals per site,100were to occur. latrusimis aanlikely to happen,
aAerclosure.Te maximine the bears -efit. -For these reasons, the NRC does not the * .I *

+

believe that the current ICRP or NCRP 3 teves the intresion would need to occur
,

I recommendation that the public dose Pende's request ha a suMemental relatively shortly sher b end of the
.

! limit be 200 mrem t year constitutes US, due toincreased costs afcurrent inethutional contml od, eince the

d88P''"I I""8 NCI"U"8 ""8 ""'d 100 mrem difference een the) new information w ch would warrant I
modifying these reguladons. The NRC strump mm W h speM edsting c%eestfloation system and that>

believes that the provisions of to CFR reas ns. First,the NRCconsidered a suggested fbe petitioner beconnesI

f part 61 provide an acceptable level of range then sposa options and sadkr heAhsed dr,
protection to the public and the m sts, y use engineared as b time peded increasesbeyond 100
inadvertent intruder. barrkrs and struduresdn b yearsto 500 ,patential exposures

2. %e NRCbelieves thatthe developmentof.10CFR part 6L reduce to o , e fewmrem for the

petitioner has not provided a dequate Shallow-land burial,as had been exisuqclasemm@n system.
Het only ese theinformation todusdfy considedag practiced at samarmal disposal sitea, exmeding4y smaaE,perootved benefitsInst if a revised'' deliberate"dntrusion ocenarios.The ?

NRC believes that to protect against acan seds-sumum,as smesmat em so N---h wyesem were imposed,the
NRC bekewes htit would resuh in

h""o*)rs[2. vowm. 2. p.s. 4-3.,D 7-Q.'"d'$,sigadiomat negative tarpacts. First, it
deliberate intrusion would bu
unnecessarily conservative and Ninun would takeyears te vevisethe weste

,
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classification regulations. During this Naning Field Airport, Idaho Falls, personnel concerned with this
time, current efforts by the States and Idaho. Airspace reclassification,in rulemaking will be filed in the docket,
compact organizations to develop 1.LW effec' as of September 16,1993, has - MlMi WPRM's
facilities could be severely impacted as discor,*inued the use of the term
they would not know what waste would "transitan area," replacing it with the Any person may obtain a copy of this
be acceptable in a LLW facility. Second, designatit n " Class E airspace." The area Notice of Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM)
as provided in the Low-Level would be depicted on aeronautical by submitting a request to the Federal
Radioactive Waste Policy Amendments charts to provide reference for pilots. Aviation Administration, System
Act of 1985, States will continue to be DATES: Comments must be received on Management Branch, ANM-530,1601
responsible to provide for disposal of or before May 13,1994. Lind Avenue SW., Renton, Washington
waste that is classified A, B, and C AcoREssEs: Send comments on the 98055-4056. Communications must
under the existing classification system proposal in triplicate to: Manager, identify the notice number of this
in 10 CFR part 61. If a new classification System Management Branch, ANM-530, NPRM. Persons interested in being
system were developed that resulted in Federal Aviation Administration, placed on a mailing list for future
some currently acceptablo waste being Docket No. 93-ANM-46,1601 Lind NPRM's should also request a copy of
unacceptable for a LLW facility, either Avenue SW., Renton, Washington Advisory Circular No.11-2A, which
Coagressional action would be 98055-4056. describes the application procedure..

necessary to change the Act to make the The official docket may be examined
The P"P ''1Federal Government responsible for the at the same address.

waste or the States would be forced to An informal docket may also be The FAA is considering an
develop alternative methods to dispose examined during normal business hours amendment to part 71 of the Federal
of this new class of waste. And third, at the address listed above. Aviation Regulation (14 CFR part 71) to
additional operational exposures could FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: amend Class E airspace at Idaho Falls,
be expected to occur as specific waste Robert L. Brown, ANM-535, Federal Idaho, to accommodate an amendment
would need to be segregated, handled. Aviation Administration, Docket No. to an instrument approach procedure for
treated, stored, and transported while 93-ANM-46.1601 Lind Avenue SW., the Fanning Field Airport. Idaho Falls,
awaiting alternative disposal facilities. Renton, Washington 98055-4056; idaho. The area would be depicted on

in sum, no new significant Telephone: (206) 227-2530. aeronautical charts for pilot reference.
information has been provided by the Airspace reclassification,in effect as of

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:petitioner that would callinto question September 16,1993, has discontinued
the basis for, or conclusion of, the final Comments Irivited

,
the use of the term " transition area,"

EIS. On the other hand, in a qualitative Interested parties are invited to and airspace extending upward from
analysis, it is clear that granting the participate in this proposed rulemaking 700 feet or more above the surface of the
petition would resultin significant by submitting such written data, views, earth is now Class E airspace. The
negative impacts relative to the small or arguments as they may desire. coordinates for this airspace docket are
potential reduction in intruder Comments that provide the factual basis based on North American Datum 83.
exposures. Therefore, a supplemental supporting the views and suggestions Class E altspace designations for
EIS is not needed. ~ presented are particularly helpfulin airspace areas extending upward frorn

For reasons cited in this document, daeloping reasoned regulatory 700 feet or more above the surface of the
the NRC denies the petition- decisions on the proposal. Comments earth are published in Paragraph 6005 of

Dated at Rockville, Maryland.'this 09th day are specifically invited on the overall FAA Order 7400.9A dated June 17,
of March 1994. regulatory, a erona utical, economic, 1993, and effective September 16,1993,

For the Nuclear Regulatory Comtrussion environmental, and energy-related which is incorporated by reference in 14
James M. Taylor, aspects of the proposal. CFR 71.1 as of September 16,1993 (58

Executive Dutctorfor Operatiora. Communications should identify the FR 36298; July 6,1993). The Class E air-

(FR Doc. 94-8540 Fded 4+94, a 45 ami airspace docket number and be space designation listed in this
submitted in triplicate to the address document would be published
listed above. Commenters wishing the subsequently in the order. l

** * * * *

FAA to acknowledge receipt of their The FAA has determined that this !

c mments on this notice must submit proposed regulation only involves anDEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION with those comments a self. addressed, established body of technical
Federal Aviation Administration stamped postcard on which the regulations for which frequent and

following statement is made: routine amendments are necessary to
14 CFR Part 71 " Comments to Airspace Docket No. 93- keep them operationally current. It,

ANM-46." The postcard will be date/ therefore, (1)is not a "significant or I
[Altspace Docket No. 93-ANM-46] time stamped and returned to the regulatory action" under Executive |

commenter. All communications Order 12866; (2) is not a "significant 1

received on or before the specified rule" under DOT Regulatory Policies I*E** Id F 'D closing date for comments will be and Procedures (44 FR 11034; February
AGENCY: Federal Aviation considered before taking action on the 26,1979); and (3) does not warrant
Administration (FAA), DOT. proposed rule. The proposal contained preparation of a regulatory evaluation as
ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking. In this notice may be changed in light the anticipated impact is so minimal.

of comments received. All comments Since this is a routine matter that will
SUMMARY:This proposed rule would submitted will be available for only affect air traffic procedures and air
amend the Idaho Falls, Idaho, Class E examination at the address listed 'above navigation, it is certified that this rule,
airspace. This action is necessary to both before andefter the closing date for when promulgated, will not have a
accommodate an amendment to an comments. A report summarizing each significant economic impact on a |
instrument approach procedure for the substantive public contact with FAA substantial number of small entitles |

1

i
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